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It is well known that a s mall e rro r in the meas ure ment of the e las ti c constants will result, for a ll 
phys ically inte res ting boundary value problems, in s mall errors in the co mput ed va lues of the s t resses 
a nd displaceme nts. In thi s pa per ac tu al bounds are given for the error in both the firs t a nd second 
boundary value problems. In addition it is s hown th at as P oisson's rati o te nds to if., the result s for 
compress ible theory tend to those for the analogous proble ms in the c lass ica l incom press ible theory. 

1. Introduction 

In the boundary value proble ms of class ical elas ti city the elasti c cons ta nts of the materi al in 
qu es tion are assumed known . The solution of the problem is then expressed in te rms of the 
" known" elastic constants. However, the values of these elas ti c cons tants are actually deter
mined e mpirically and are therefore not known exactly. Rather the values of th ese constants 
may be d etermined to lie between certain limits. 

It appears to be well understood by workers in classical elas ti city that a small error in measure
me nt of the elasti c cons tants will not have muc h effect on the solution to the probl e m in ques tion, 
and in problems where the solution can be determined explicitly for arbitrary elas ti c constants the 
effect of a small error can be easily determined. However, if the solution cannot be computed but 
ins tead pointwi se bounds for the solution and its derivatives are sought, one must also take into 
account th e e rror whic h mi ght ari se due to inaccuracies in the dete rmination of the elas ti c co ns tants. 

In this paper we develop a priori inequalities appropriate to the firs t and second boundary value 
problem s. These inequaliti es give upper and lower bounds for the pointwise error in approxima
tion of the exact solution by an arbitrary function. The error in measure me nt of the elasti c 
constants as well as the error in approximation of the data of the proble m is ta ke n into account in 
the bounds . Thus by choosing trial functions to closely approximate the data, a close approxim a
tion can be obtained , with a known bound on the error, provided the e rror in the co nstants is al so 
known. The part of the error whic h results from the fact that the trial func tion does not sati sfy 
exactly the data of the proble m is qu adrati c . Thus, the Rayleigh-Ritz technique may be e mployed. 
This means th at we c hoose fro m a class of trial functions the bes t function in the sense that the error 
term involving the data is minimized (see e.g., [3] I). 

The above me ntioned inequalities also are interes ting in that they clearly di splay the fact that 
the solution to the firs t (or second) boundary value proble m for an incompressible medium (poi s
son's ratio, 0' , having the value V2) as formulated in the literature , is actually the limit of the solution 
for values of 0' < 1fz. We show in fact that at points in a given region the solution for 0' < 1/ 2 con
verges with all its derivatives to the classical solution. To the authors ' knowledge thi s fact has 
not been pointed out in the literature. 

. *Insli tul e for Flu id Dyna mics a nd Applied Mathemati c s, Uni ve rsi ty of Maryland. Colleg(· Park , Md .; cons ultan ts at the Na tional Burea u of S t a ndards, Wash-
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I Figures in bracke ts ind icate the lil erature refe re nces at the e nd of thi s pape r. 
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2. Notation 

Let D be a bounded domain with boundary r in three dimensions . The displace ment vector 
ua( ur, u~, u~ ) corresponding to elastic constants /-La and (Ta is assumed to sati sfy in D the system 
of equations 

i= 1, 2, 3 

u'J,j =-Capa. (2.1 ) 

Here L1 denotes the Laplace ope rator, the symbol, i, de notes partial diffe re nti a tion with respect to 
X i and the summation convention is e mployed for Latin but not Greek indices. The cons tant Ca 

is give n by 

Ca= 1 - 2(Ta, (2 .2) 

and F i denotes the body force per unit volume. In terms of uj and the elas ti c c onstants the stress 

components T'6 are expressed as 

(2.3) 

The physically interes ting values of Ca li e in the interval 

o ~ Ca < 3. (2.4) 

In thi s paper we s hall , for s implicity, res tri c t our attention to the first and the second boundary 
value proble ms in class ical elas ticity. In particular, we assume that in D 

uf.j = - Cf3p f3 . (2.S) 

We wish to compare the solutions u j and u~ if one of the following se ts of boundary conditions is 

sati s fi ed : 

U~= U~=fi on r (2.SA) 

(2. 5B) 

(2 .SC) 

From the point of vi e w of actual physical applicability, proble m (2.SA) and (2.5C) are the two 
interes ting cases. 

In the subseque nt sections we shall se t 

Wi = U~- U~ . (2 .6) 

3. Pointwise Convergence 

We demonstrate in thi s section tha t if p f3 and Fi are square integrable in D and hi is square 
integrable on r, then at interior points of D, u~ and all it s derivatives te nd to u1 and its correspond-

ing de rivatives as Ca ~ Cf3 , and /-Lcr ~ /-L f3 . 
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W e assume that there exis ts a constant Mf3 such that 

(3.1) 

Let us a ssume now that we were able to obtain for either of problems (2.SA) to (2.SC), an 
L2 bound for Wi in term s of L2 integrals of the data of uf. Suppose further that the coeffi c ie nts of 

the integrals of data tend to zero as Ca ~ C/3 and /-La - /-Lf3. Then if the data of uf are in L2 it follows 
that as a ~ {3, Wi ~ 0 in L2 • Pointwise converge nce would then follow from the continuity of Wi . 
The required L2 bounds for Wi are derived in appe ndix 1 and appendix 2. Since we are also inter

ested in computing pointwi se bounds, expli cit cons tants will be obtained. In proble m (2.SA) we 
have 

(3 .2) 

and in proble m (2.SB) 

In Wiwidv ~ ~ F( ca )Mf3(ca - C(3)2 + (/-L;;- I - I-L j3 1 )2k~ In FiF;dv. (3 .3) 

These inequaliti es follow from (3 .1) using (S.23) and (S.30) of appendix 1. For case (2.SC) we have 
inste ad from (3 .1) and appe ndix 2, 

( < k4 (ca - C(3)2 [k' (w;; I - p,lJl) 2J ( 
JD Wiwidv ~ (2 -3y)[1 - (y - l)ca ] M f3 + k4 k3 (2 -3y) Jr hihids 

+ 8(/l<- '- /-L- l) ( 
+ dX

_ 3y )~ k~ JD F ifidv , (3.4) 

where y satisfies (S.8). 
W e wish to obtain from these expressions pointwise inequaliti es in terms of the appropriate 

sets of data. In order to do thi s we introduce the function rrk (P, Q), the Kelvin fundam ental solu

tion of (2.1); i.e., 

where TpQ is the di s tance from the point P to the point Q. The n a parti cular solution ur of (2. 1) 
is given by 

Let ui now be defin ed as 

Clearly then nr sati s fi es the sys tem 

W e now define 

1\ 
uj= uf- ufo 

- A 
Wi = Wi+W; 
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(3.9) 



where 

(3.10) 

and 

(3.11) 

II 
Since nr and M are biharmonic functions, it follows that Wi is a biharmonic function. We may, 
therefore, make use of some mean value inequalities for biharmonic functions (see, e.g., Bramble 
and Payne [2]). That is, if R denotes the radius of the largest sphere contained in D with center 
at the point at which bounds are desired (we take this point to be the origin), then 

(3.12) 

Similarly, as is shown in [3], it is possible to obtain 

A A r A II 
D"(Wi)(O)D"(Wi)(O) ~ C" JD WiWidv. (3.13) 

where D" is any vth order partial derivative and C" is a constant depending on Rand v. 
It is clear at this point that if in any of problems (2.5A to 2.5C) the body force Fi is identically 

zero, then Wi == 0 and ~i == Wi. By using the appropriate bound for fD Wiwidv (given by (3.2), (3.3), 

or (3.4) we would obtain the desired pointwise bounds for ur- u~. In fact, in any compact sub· 
domain of D, we could obtain a uniform bound of the following type for any vth order partial deriva· 

tive, D"(ur - u~), of ur - u~ (assuming that in (3.5), fr hihids is bounded): 

D"(uCf -uf3)D"(u"-uf3 ) I ~ k [c -C{3]2+K [11.- 1 _11- 1]2 
tIl 1 (0,0, 0) ~ " a "r" r{3 . 

In either of problems (2.5A) or (2.5B), the constant K" would in fact be zero. 
case Fi =! O. 

Clearly 

.. A 
Wi(O)Wi(O) ~ 2[ Wi(O)Wi(O) + Wi(O)Wi(O)]. 

But from (3.12) 

Combining (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain 

Wi(O)Wi(O) ~ 4~~3 fD WiWidv+ 2 Wi(O)Wi(O) + 4~~3 fDWiWidv. 

(3.14) 

We turn now to the 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

We seek now an appropriate bound for the last two terms of (3.17). An application of Schwarz's 
inequality to (3.10) gives 

WiW; ~ L[I-t~lrfJ.. -I-t~ lr~. ][I-t;;lrfJ.. -I-t~ lr~.]dv ffkFkdv . (3.18) 
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W e now insert (3.5) into the firs t te rm on the right and make use of the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality to obtain 

( [ - If a _ - If{3] [ - If a _ - If{3 ]d ~ C(P) {2 [ - I _ - 1]2 + [ (1 + 2ca) Jv /J-a ii, /J-{3 ik /J-a ;1. /J- i k V ~ 327T2 /J-a /J-{3 /J-aO + Ca ) 

where C(P)= Iv rp~dvQ' 
Combining (3.18) and (3.19) and integrating we have 

{ --d H {2[ -I - IJ 2+ [ (l +2ca) J v WiWi V ~ 327T2 /-La - /J-{3 /J-a (l + ca ) 

where H = Iv Iv rp~dvQdvp . 

It follows now from (3.18), (3 .19), and (3.20) that 

2Wi(0)Wi(0) + 4~~3 Iv Wi widv ~ 1:7T2 {C ( 0) + 8~~3 H} 

{
- I - 1 2 [ (1+ 2Ca) 

. 2[/J-a - /J-{3 ] + /J-a(l+Ca) 

The following bounds on C(O) and H are easy to obtain: 

C(O) ~ (47Td) 

and 

H ~ V(47Td) 

(3. 19) 

(3 .20) 

(3 .21) 

(3.22) 

(3 .23) 

where V is the volume of D and d is the diameter. Thus co mbining (3. 17), and (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), 
and (3.26) we obtain 

Wi(O)Wi(O) ~ 4~~3 L WiWidv+ [4d7T {I + 8~~3 V}]. 
'{2( - 1- _1]2+[(1+ 2Ca) (1+2C{3)]2} {FFd (3.24) 

/J-a /J-{3 /J-a(l+Ca) /J-,, (l+ ca) Jv k k V. 

If Fk is square integrable then the insertion of (3 .2), (3 .3), or (3.5) into (3.24) gives in any co mpac t 
subdomain DI of D a uniform bound of the following type. 

(3.25) 

where 8 1 and 8 2 are independe nt of the point P in DI and can be chose n inde pende nt of the elas ti c 
constants. This follows because of the fact that since Ca , C{3 ~ 0, 

[ (1+2ca) _ (1 +2C{3) ]2 _{ _1 __ I) 1+2ca _ _ I (Ca-C{3) }2 
/J-a(l + Ca) /-L{3(l + C(3) - (/-La /-L{3 1 + Ca /J-{3 (1 + Ca)( 1 + C(3) 

~ 2 {4(/J- ;;- 1 - /-L(3 1)2 + /J-i3 I (Ca - C/l)2 }. (3.26) 

The inequality (3.25) clearly implies the uniform convergence of uf to u~ in any compact subdomain 

of D as /J-a ~ /-L{3 and Ca ~ C{3. 
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It is clear that if Fk has a sufficient number of square integrable derivatives then the conver
gence of the derivatives of uf may be obtained in a similar way. To see this we note that 

(3.27) 

Thus (3.6) may be differentiated with respect to the variables of the point P, the order of differentia
tion and integration being interchanged on the right. Then (3.27) is used followed by an integration 
by parts which takes the differe ntiation off of [fk' The bounds for lur, pep) I are then obtained in a 
manner si milar to that used in obtaining (3.25). To obtain the desired expressions for higher 
derivatives, we successively differentiate r~ .. and use (3.27) to throw the differentiation off of rfA" in 
the volume integral on the right. Then if a sufficient number of derivatives of FA" are square 
integrable over D and over r we obtain a uniform bound similar to (3.25) for any desired d erivative of 
u? This shows, then, that u? and its derivatives converge to u~ and its derivatives. 

We note, in particular, that if Cil = 0 the u~ problem is the classical boundary value problem 

for an incompressible medium. It follows then that as Ca ~ 0 and Ma ~ Mil the solution to the 
problem corresponding to ex converges to the solution in the incompressible case. This fact, to the 
knowledge of the authors, has never bee n pointed out in the literature. 

Another interesting fact is that Fk need only have the desired number of square integrable 
derivatives in a neighborhood of the point at which convergence is sought. The procedures used in 
this section could be applied to any neighborhood n of the origin. Then since 

it would follow that if Fk were square integrable over D and enough. derivatives of FA" were square 
integrable over n and its boundary, uniform convergence in fl of the derivative would follow. 

4. Effect of Error in Measurement of Elastic Constants on Pointwise Bounds 

We consider now problem (2.1) with either the displacement components or the surface 
tractions prescribed on r. Since Ca and Ma must be determined empirically we shall assume that 
some error was made in making the measurements and that the values Cil and Mil were actually 
obtained. If C{!i is a sufficiently smooth vector function chosen to approximate the solution uj we 

may write 

(4.1) 

We wish to obtain upper and lower bounds for uf(O). If we can make each term on the right of 

(4.1) less than some prescribed E we would then have 

-2E < Uf-C{!i < 2E (4.2) 

and C{!i would be a good pointwise approximation to ufo 
The bound for the first term on the right of (4.1) is obtained for the first boundary value prob

lem in elasticity from (3.24) and (5.22) of appendix l. 

75 {l 3(Ca -CIl)2Mt E(u ll , ull ) } 
(uj(O) -u~(O))(uj(O) -u~(O)) ~ 47TR3 Aa/l D FiFidv+ AICa CIl(3 -CIl) ,(4.3) 

where 
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A bound for E(u{3, u(3) is obtained by the methods of Diaz and Greenberg [4], Fic hera [6], Synge 
[10], or Bramble and Payne [3, eq (3.12)]. 

The seco nd term on the right of (4 .1) may be dealt with by the method of Bramble and Payne 
[3, eq (4.10)]. 

We look now at the s tress co mpone nts Tij. Using the triangle inequality we obtain 

(4.4) 

where 

[ (1- C(3) ~ T"= /I" cp.+cp.+ cpo s .. 1) r'JJ I , ) } , I ),JUlj 
C{3 

(4.5) 

is an approximation to Tij. Bounds for the first term on the right of (4.4) may be obtained us ing 
(3.13) following again the fllethod outlined at the e nd of section 3. The second term on the right 
may be dealt with as described in [3] . 

For the second boundary value problem in elasticity we again use (4.1) and (4.4), where in this 
case uf and u? are solutions to (2.5C) and bounds for the second term on the right are given in [1]. 

5. Appendix 1 

In appendix 1 we derive the inequalities (5 .22), (5.23), (5.29), and (5.30) which are needed in the 
tex t. In order to do this we s tart with 

In particular, we bound thi s expression in terms of the solution of the problem with elastic constants 
1kf3, C{3. Consider then the Green's ide ntity 

L W;,j(Wi,j+ Wj , i)dv= Ir Wi(Wi , j+ Wj, i)njds - L Wi (ilWi + wj,ji)ds. 

Making use of (2.5) and integrating by parts we obtain for Wi sati sfy ing (2.6) 

10 Wi,j(Wi , j+Wj, i)dv=- Ir Wi{Ik;;ITfpj- Ik j/rtnJds+ (U;;I- Ik j/) 10 W;Fidv 

(5.1) 

+ (c"+C{3-2C,,C{3) Lp"p{3dv- ca O-c,,) L (p")2dv-C{3(l-C{3) 10 (pf3)2dv. (5.2) 

In either of problems (2.5A) or (2.5B), the boundary integral on the right of (5.2) will vanish. In 
fact, this integral would vanish for various mixed boundary conditions which are encountered in 
physical situations. On the other hand, in problem (2.5C) the boundary term does not vanish. We 
shall thus consider first problems (2 .5A) and (2.5B) and then treat (2.5C) at the end of the section. 
If 0 < c" ~ 3/4 (u ~ 1/8) we re write (5.2) for (A) and (B) as 

r .. ( .. . .)d -_ ( _ ) r [ ,,_ (c"+Cf3- 2c,,C{3) (3 ]2d JOW,,) w/,)+W) ,I v- c" 1 c" Jo p 2c,,(1-c,,) p v 

(5.3) 

The first term on the right is nonpositive . Thus 

(5.4) 
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The ;; train energy E(uf3, uf3 ) corresponding to uf3 is given by: 

2f..L f; lE(uf3 , uf3) = L [uf.)(uf. )+ u~ i) + C{3 (l - Cf3) (pf3 )~] dv. "" ~ (3 - CIl) Iv (pll)2dv. (5.5) 

The last inequality results from the fact that 

(5.6) 

Hence if Cil ~ 0 we have from (5.4) and (5.5) 

i 3f..L- I(Ca-CIl)2 i 
Wi.j(Wi.j+Wj.i)dv"" 2 (~ )(3 )E(ull,ull)+(f..L~ l_f..L {j I) wFidv. 

D CaCIl -Ca -Cil D 
(5.7) 

Bounds for E(ull , ull ) in problems (2.5A) and (2.5B) in terms of the data of the problem have been 
given for instance by Diaz and Greenberg [4], Fichera [6], Prager and Synge [9], Synge [10], and 
Bramble and Payne [1 , 3]' If Fi == 0 such bounds would give then for 0 < Ca ~ 3/4 an upper bound 
for 

( Wi,j(Wi.j+ Wj , ;)dv 
JD . 

in terms of the data of the u~ problem of (2.5A) or (2.5B). 
For Ca > 3/4 we choose a constant y in the interval 

1- c- I < Y < 2/3 
a (5.8) 

and consider the following identity derived from (5.2) by addition of the appropriate term to each 
side of the equation 

( Wi . )(Wi,j+Wj, i)dv-y ( w)2 jdv= [ca +cll+2(y-l)ca Cf3] ( papf3dv 
JD JD ' JD 

Using (5.6) then we have 

(1 ~) ( ( + )d 0< {1+( I)} ({ ,,+ [c,,+ciI+ 2(y-1)caciI ] 1l}2d - 2 JDWi,j Wi,) Wj , i V ~ -Ca y- C" JD p 2ca [l+(y-l)ca ] p v 

Thus we obtain 

( (Ca -CIl )2 J ? 2(JL-,,i-Wr/l ( 
JD Wi,j(Wi,j + Wj , i )dv ~ 2 (2 - 3y )Ca [l + (y -1) Ca D [pll]-dv + (2 - 3y) - JD WiFidv. (5.11) 

The choice y = 2ca/(3 + 2ca) yields 

( ( + )d 0< (3 + 2ca)2{ca - CfJ)2 ((pfJ)2d + ( - I - - I) ( .F.d. 
JDWi,j Wi ,) Wj, i V ~ 4ca(3 _ ca)2 JD V JLa f..L1l JD W, I V 

Proceeding as before we obtain finally the inequality 

(WdWi , j+Wi , i)dv~F(Ca)(C"-CIl)2 ((p1l)2dv+(JL~1-JLiil) (Fiwidv, 
JD JD JD 
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where 

(5.14) 

It follows then that for c{:J~ 0 

1 )d 6I1-fiIF(Ca) ( - )2£( {:J (:J) + ( - 1- - I) 1 ·F ·d Wi,j(Wi,j+Wj,; v:OS: (3 ) Ca C{:J U ,u l1-a 11-{:J w, IV. 
D C{:J -C{:J D 

(5.15) 

In problem (2.5A) we have the relation 

L W;,jw;,jdv=- L wj:l.widv=- JD w;(pa_p{:J) dv 

=- L (Capa_c{:Jp{:J) (pa_p{:J)dv+ (11--;,1- 11-81) LFiWidv. (5.16) 

or 

Thus, dropping the first term on the right, 

(5. 18) 

and if C{:J ~ 0 

1 d ,,::: 3 - I (Ca- C{3)2 E( {:J (:J) + ( - I - I) J F d Wi,jWi,j V ~ 11-{:J 2 (3 ) /-L, 11- 11-", - 11-{:J iWi v. 
D CaC{:J -C{:J D 

(5.19) 

We have retained the term (11-~1 - 11-81) JD FiWidv up to this point since in the important case 

Fi == 0 this term will vanish and the inequality will not be altered. Let us assume now that Fi =1= 0 
and note that 

Where I\) is the first eigenvalue in the three dimensional fixed membrane problem for D. 
bound for Al is given by the Faber-Krahn inequality [5, 7], i.e., 

(5.20) 

A lower 

(5.21) 

where V denotes the volume of D. From the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality applied to the 
last term of (5.20) it follows that 

(5.22) 

Similarly if we insert (5.18) into the first inequality in (5.20) and apply the arithmetic-geometric 
mean inequality to the last term we obtain 

(5.23) 

689-258 0 -63-3 
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For problem (3.5B) it was shown in [1, eq (3.14)] that if Wi is normalized so that Ir wids = 0 then 

( w-w·ds~~ ( W· ·(w· ·+W· ·)dv J r 1 1 2k3 Jv I.) I,) ), 1 
(5.24) 

where kl and k3 are constants given in [1, eqs (2.9) and (2.19)]' which are computable in terms of the 
geometry of D. 

We now make use of the identity 

5 Iv Wiwidv= Ir xkWi(2niWh· + nkWi)ds + 2 Iv XkWi(Wi,k + Wk, ;)dv + 2 Iv XkWh·Wi , idv. (5.25) 

An application of the arithmetic geometric mean inequality and (3.8) then yields (see e.g., [1, eqs 
(2.26) to (2.28)]) 

( 6rM ( 28r~ ( 
Jv Wiwidv ~ 5 Jr Wiwids+2f: Jv Wi , j(Wi , j+Wj, i)dv (5.26) 

where rM denotes the maximum distance from the origin to r. From (5.24) and (5.26) it follows 
then that 

i w.wdv~k4i W ·(w· ·+W· ·)dv 1 I I , J I , ) .1 , I 
IJ D 

(5.27) 

where 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

Finally, after inserting (5.13) into (5.27) and using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on 
the last term we have 

6. Appendix 2 

We derive here inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) which are needed to treat problem (2.5C). 

Again we start with Iv Wi,j(Wi,j+ Wj, i)dv and instead of (5.2) we obtain 

Iv Wi , j(Wi,J + Wj, i)dv=- Ir w;h;[I1-~I- l1-i/]ds + (c,,+ C{3- 2C"C(3) Ivpap{3dv 

- c,,(l- Cal In (p")2dv - C{3(l- C(3) Iv (p{3)2dv + (11--;,1 - 11-~1) Iv wF;dv, (6.1) 

which follows from a calculation involving the use of the divergence theorem. We thus obtain as 
before 

Iv w;,J(w;,j+ WJ, i)dv+ (2 ~3Y) [JA-;;I- 11-{31] fr w;h;ds 

2 (-I -I) (F d ~ (c,,-C{3)2 ( ( (3)2d (62) 
-(2-3y) l1-a -11-{3 Jv ;W; v~2(2-3y)[1+(y-l)c,,]Jv p v . 
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where y satisfies (5.8). It follows then from the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, (5.24), and 

(5 .27) that if Wi is normalized so that fr w;ds = 0 then 

for any positive numbers a and b. In particular for a = 112, b = 1Jz (6.2) becomes 

(6.4) 

As before inserting (6.3) into (5.27) we have 

(6.5) 
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